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Abstract 
Although the predictor-corrector cu ve tracing method has found a wide variety of significant applications, the 
calculation of line integrals over implicitly defined curves eems to have been overlooked. In this paper, we present two 
modified numerical integration techniques, namely, the modified trapezoidal nd the modified Romberg rules and results 
of some numerical experiments for evaluating the line integral of a vector field over an implicitly defined curve. Moreover, 
we give a proof of an asymptotic error expansion for a modified trapezoidal rule which is a modification of that of 
Verlinden and Cools [8]. 
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1. Introduction 
The predictor-corrector methods for numerical ly tracing implicitly defined curves have been 
developed and investigated in a number of papers and books. For  recent surveys, see. e.g. [1, 2]. 
Although the predictor-corrector curve tracing method has found a wide variety of significant 
applications, the calculation of line integrals over implicitly defined curves seems to have been 
overlooked. In view of the interesting possibilities of applications involving Stoke's theorem [7], 
complex integration and boundary  integrals [4-6], this omission seems somewhat surprising. One 
of the interesting cases for the line integral is the integration over a closed curve. In order to handle 
this case for an implicitly define curve, it is necessary to develop a reliable numerical method for 
determining when the curve has been completely traversed. 
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In Section 2 we review the main ideas of a predictor-corrector c ntinuation method and present 
a device for reliabe stopping. One of the most important aspects which has to be addressed is how 
to deal with the lack of an explicit parametrization f the curve in the numerical quadrature for the 
line integral. One approach involves adapting the modified trapezoidal rule to the numerical 
integration over curves. The modified trapezoidal rule was developed by Georg 1-33 to approximate 
surface integrals for implicitly defined surfaces, but it can be adapted to handle curves too. 
In Section 3, we present he modified trapezoidal rule for evaluating the line integral of a vector 
field over an implicitly defined curve. In Sections 4 and 5, we prove that the modified trapezoidal 
rule has an asymptotic error expansion in even powers of 1/n over a scalar and vector field, 
respectively. Finally, in Section 6, we present samples of our numerical results and an analysis of 
the results. 
2. Predietor-corrector method 
2.1. Continuation methods 
We shall mean that a map in smooth if it has as many continuous derivatives as the discussion 
requires. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be an n x (n + 1) matrix with rank (A) = n. The unique vector t (A)~ ~"+ 1, 
satisfying the three conditions: 
(1) At = O, 
(2) IIt]] = 1, 
(3) det ff >0,  
is called the tangent vector induced by A. We shall denote the transpose of A by A T. 
Definition 2.2..Let A be an n x (n + 1) matrix with maximal rank. Then the Moore-Penrose Inverse 
of A is defined by 
A + = AT(A A T)- 1 
Now assume that A is in n x (n + 1) matrix with rank (A) = n, and that a decomposition 
A T = Q 0 T 
is given, where Q is an (n + 1) x (n + 1) orthogonal matrix, and R is a nonsingular n x n upper 
triangular matrix. If z denotes the last column of Q, then Az = 0 and II z II = 1, the remaining task is 
to choose the sign of z so that 
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Now, 
( Ol) (A T z) = 0 0 ~- , 
implies 
det(Aa-) = det(A T, z )=det (Q)det (R) .  
Hence, t(A) = +_ z according as the determinant is positive or negative. 
Since 
(") A r=Q 07 and A=(R T,O) QT, 
then one can easily show that 
A+=Q\  0 T • 
Next, assume that 
(1) H :R  "+1 ~R"  is a smooth map; 
(2) There is a point u ~ R "+ 1 such that 
(I) H(u) = 0; 
(II) the jacobian matrix H'(u) has maximum rank i.e. rank (H'(u)) = n. 
Then it follows from the Implicit Function Theorem that there exists a smooth curve 
C: J  ~ ~" + 1 for open interval J containing zero, such that for all a ~ J: 
(1) C(0) = u, 
(2) H(C(a)) = O, 
(3) rank (H'(C(a))) = n, 
(4) C'(a) # 0. 
By differentiating Eq. (2) it follows that the tangent C'(a) satisfies the equation 
H'(C(a))C'(a) = O, 
and hence C'(a) is orthogonal to all rows of H'(C(a)). 
We will use the predictor-corrector continuation method to numerically trace the solution curve 
C. The Predictor step we will use is called the Euler-Predictor which is given by 
v = u + ht(H'(u)), 
where u is a point lying along the solution curve C, and h > 0 represents a stepsize. The corrector 
iteration we will use is called the Gauss-Netwon-Corrector which is given by solving the equation 
I - I ' (v ) (w  - v )  = - I - I (v )  
for w. 
Moreover, during tracing the solution curve C one can use the fixed stepsize throughout all 
points. On the other hand, one can use a variable stepsize control such as the one based upon 
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asymptotic estimates which is due to Georg (1990), for more details see [1]. In this paper only the 
fixed stepsize which is taken to be constant is used throughout the continuation algorithm. 
2.2. The stopping criterion 
One of the most important issues in the predictor-corrector continuation methods is the 
stopping criterion i.e. stopping at a given point u, e.g. (the starting point). We present here 
a stopping criterion for determining when an implicitly defined closed curve has been completely 
traversed. 
Assume that H: ~n+l._..~ n is a smooth map implicitly defining a smooth closed curve 
C c H- l(0) with a given starting point u e C, and let to = t(H'(u))e ~,+1 be the corresponding 
tangent vector at u. The points z on the hyperplane which is normal to C at u satisfy the equation 
f (z )  = (z - u)Vto. 
Define the smooth functional map g : ~" + 1 
: Ir z - u II 2 .  
~ by 
(1) 
(2) 
The functional 9 is used to determine whether the initial point has been reached. Thus, the 
functional f defined in Eq. (1) changes ign each time the curve C passes through the hyperplane 
f (z )  = 0 during the traversing process. Each time f changes ign for two successive points u, and 
U,+l, the curve tracing algorithm is switched over to a Newton steplength control to get a new 
steplength  given by 
h - f (u ,+l )  
tVto , (3 )  
where t = t(H'(u,+ 1)) is the tangent vector corresponding to the point u,+ 1- 
In general, the Newton steplength control algorithm will converge within very few iterations to 
a point w which satisfies both H(w) = 0 andf(w) = 0. When, in addition, g(w) is within a chosen 
tolerance, then u, + 1 is replaced by the starting point u and the traversing is stopped. Otherwise, the 
curve tracing is resumed at u,+ 1 and in the same direction as before the switch to the Newton 
steplength control algorithm. 
The above stopping criterion has been implemented and tested on many different examples. The 
results obtained indicate that it is efficients and work properly in higher dimensions. The following 
example shows some of our numerical results. 
Example 2.2.1. Let H : E2 ___, E be a smooth map defined by 
H(x, y) = x 2 + ~ y2 _ 1, 
let h = 0.032 be the initial stepsize, and let [o ~] be the starting point. Then H implicitly defines 
a closed counterclockwise curve C: J ---, ~2. Figure. 1 represents the graph of the solution curve 
C without the stopping point, while Fig. 2 represents the graph of the solution curve C with 
termination at the stopping point. Moreover, the two figures are obtained by the continuation 
technique. 
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3. The line integral over implicitly defined curve 
For a smooth curve C with a parametrization, say ~: [0, 1] ---, ~,+1 and C = {~(s)[0 ~< s ~ 1}, 
the line integral ~cfdC can be written as an ordinary integral, i.e. 
fcfdC=f (a(s)) '(s)ds. 
For the latter integral the trapezoidal rule takes the form 
f j f (cz(s))c( (s) ds 
1 .~1 
= - [f(a(si+ ,))a'(si+ 1) +f(a(sl))a'(si)] [s,+l -- si], 
2 ~--o 
over the partition points {si}7=o in [0, 1]. 
For points {u~} e C with, say u~ = a(si), the modified trapezoidal rule takes the form 
fc ln-1 fdC = ~ ~ [f(ui+ 1) "~ f(ui)]" [Ui+l - -  Ui], (4) 
i=0  
where u0 and u, are the endpoints of C. 
Algorithm for the modified trapezoidal rule 
Input: The Consecutive points u and v in ~" + 1 on the curve C. 
Output: An approximate value of the line integral ~c, fdC1 where C1 is the section of C between 
u and v and f :  ~" ÷ 1 __, ~. + 1 
Step O: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
Step 5: 
Step 6: 
sum = 0. 
For j = l :n  + 1, do steps 2-4, 
Sum1 = u(j) - v (j). 
Sum2 = fj(u) +fj(v). 
Sum = Sum + Sum1 * Sum2. 
Sum = ½ • Sum (An approximate value of Sc,fdC1) 
Stop. 
For the trapezoidal rule, if a'(s) is smooth on [0, 1] and if the interval is uniformly partitioned 
with a mesh length, say 1/n, it is well known that the truncation error has an expansion in even 
powers of 1/n and hence Romberg integration can be employed. In the case of the modified 
trapezoidal rule, there is no need to calculate derivatives. But on the other hand, we need to verify 
that an asymptotic error formula holds in even powers so that a corresponding modified Romberg 
integration is justified. 
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4. Asymptotic error expansion for a scalar field 
Definition 4.1. Suppose ~ is an open subset of R" and ~ its closure. Then we say that a funct ionf is  
smooth on f2 if the partial derivatives of all orders of f exist and are cont inuous on f2, and we say 
that f is smooth on ~ i f f  is smooth on f2 and if the partial derivatives of all orders o f f  have 
a cont inuous extension on ~. 
To formulate the conjecture rigorously, let H : W" + 1 ~ E,, be a smooth map which implicitly 
defines the curve C, let Uo = Vo be a point along the solution curve C with its corresponding tangent  
vector  t = t (H' (uo)) ,  and let ho be a stepsize. Consider the Eu ler - fo rmula  to predict a new point u, 
where u. = Uo + hot. Consider the line segment L joining the points Uo and u, as endpoints. We 
want to subdivide this line segment into n-subdivisions, where the point u~ lying on this line 
segment is given by 
i 
u~ = Uo +-  hot 
O 
for all i = O, 1 . . . .  , n. 
Let a = {z ~ N" 0 ~< z ~< 1} = [0, 1] and V --- {0, 1} be its endpoints. Define the function P:  o- ~ L 
by 
P(z )  = (1 - Z)Uo + zu , .  
Let H denote the projection of points on L onto the curve C (via the Gauss -Newton  corrector ) ,  
where I I (u i )  = vi is the limit of the iterative procedure for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  n. Let C1 be the section of 
the curve C between Vo and v,. Then the funct ion / / i s  defined from L onto Ct.  
Define the affine maps a7 : a ~ R and ~i~ • a ~ N by 
z+i  1 - - z+ i  
aT(z) - , dT(z) - 
n n 
Then clearly that a~(1 - z) = ~iT(z), and ~i7(1 - z) = aT(z), consequently 
i 1+i  
a7(0)=~7(1)=-  and aT(1)=dT(0) -  
n n 
Let 
A"={a~:O~i~<n- -1}w{aT:O~<i~<n- -1} .  
Let ~b :a --. Nm + 1 be defined by 
¢(z )  = (1I o P)(z)  = H(P(z ) ) ,  
be the parametr izat ion of the section C 1 = 4) (a) in JR" + 1. Let g : a --* R be a cont inuous function of 
a. Define the operator  SZ as 
1 
- -  (go  o (5) 
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where 
I(~bo u)(V)l = I(~bo c0(1 ) - (~bo ~t)(0)l. (6) 
and [ I represents the distance between two points. 
Now, if g is continuous and ~ is continuously differentiable, then we have by the definition of the 
integral and the Mean value theorem, 
lim (S"~g)(z) = [ g(z)[ 4,'(z)[ dz. 
n -.-~ of) da 
Hence, i f f is  a continuous function on C1, then 
(S,~ (fo ~b)(z)) 
converges to the line integral o f f  over C1, that is, 
(S~(fo ~b))(z) = f (fo ~b)(z)[ ~b'(z)ldz lim 
n--~ oc da 
= t_ fdCx.  (7) 
dC 1 
As an approximation to the line integral one has the modified trapezoidal rule 
Sg(fo ~b)(1) = Sg(fo 6)(0). (8) 
Conjectured asymptotic expansion: The modified trapezoidal rule (8) admits an asymptotic error 
expansion in even powers of 1In. The proof is presented in Theorem 4.5. 
It is easy to verify that I(~b ° e)(V)l = Ivi+ 1 - vii, and 
l n -1  
Sg(fo ~b)(1) = Sg(fo ~b)(0) = ~ ~ [f(vi+,) +f(vi)] Ivi+l - vii. 
i=O 
Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (5) in the form 
n- -1  1 
(Sgg)(z) = ~ 5 [g(aT(z)) + g(ffT(z))]lvi+l - vii. 
i=0 
Now, before we present he main Theorem 4.5 regarding the asymptotic expansion, let us first 
present he following three lemmas, and the following two remarks. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose f (x) is a smooth real-valued function on the closed interval [0, 1]. Then we have 
the asymptotic expansion 
n~=0 \n  / 
lfo' - Bk(½) f'k (x) ux -T i -  " asn- ,oo ,  
where Bk(t) represents the Bernoulli polynomial of degree k in t. 
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Remark 1. The latter lemma in fact is a well-known classical-Maclaurin summation formula. 
Observe that Bin(l~2) = 0 if m is odd. Consequently, we have an asymptotic expansion in even 
powers of 1/n. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that the function f (x, y) is a smooth function on 
0 = {(x, h) eR  2 :0  ~< h ~< e, ½h ~< x ~< 1 - ½h}, 
where e > O. Then we have the asymptotic expansion 
i 1 ' 
k=0 m=0 nk+m as n ~ 0o. 
Remark 2. If f (x, h) is smooth on 
{(x, h):(x, h) ~ ~ or (x, - h) e ~}, 
and if f is even with respect o h, i.e.,f (x, h) =f (x ,  - h), then we have an asymptotic expansion in 
even powers of 1/n. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose q~ = o-:[0, 1] ~ Nm+l is a smooth map such that for all zea  
4)'(z) o. 
Then there exists an e > 0 such that the function 
flhl-~lO(z+ ½h)-  O(z -½h) ,  if h S O,] 
A(z, h)= N 
[l~b'(z)l /f h = 
is smooth on 
={(z ,h )eN 2"lhl~<e, ½1hl~z~< 1-½lh l} .  
The inequalities in the definition of ~ ensure that 4) is defined at (z - ½h) and 
(z + ½h). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that 
, , ~n  --d~ . 
n n 
Now, we state the main theorem which proves the conjectured asymptotic expansion. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that c~ is as in Lemma 4.4 and g : a ~ ~ is a smooth map on a. Then for z ~ a the 
following asymptotic expansion holds: 
ck(z) (9) 
(Sg g)(z) ",~ n2 k as n--, 0% 
k=O 
where ck(z) is a polynomial in z. 
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Proof. According to Lemma 4.4 there exists an e such that A(s, h) is smooth on 
= {(s,h)~z: Ihl ~< e, ½1hl ~< s ~< 1 - ½lhl}. 
For each (s, h) s f], set 
F(s, h):= ½9(s + h(z - ½))A(s, h). 
The function F(s, h) is consequently well defined and smooth on ~. If n ~> l/e, then we have 
1 F ! +½, =-~g(al)lc~oa~(g)[ n n 
and 
1F( i+½ -1)  x (1  _, 
n n n z Oa3lgp°d~(V)l" 
Inserting the last two equations into Eq. (5), we have 
= o o 
=-nl[L"~li=oF(i+½n ,~)+"~l i=oF( i+ !)1" 
As the function 
F(s, h) + F(s, - h), 
is even in h and smooth for sufficienly small h, the asymptotic expansion (9) follows from 
Lemma 4.4 and Remark (2). As F~°'')(s, 0) is a polynomial in z with coefficients depending on s, it 
follows that Ck(Z) is a polynomial in z. 
Now suppose that ~b is as in Theorem 4.5 andf i s  a smooth function on an open set containing 
C 1 ~-(/)(0"). Then g(x)= (fodp)(x) is smooth on a and by Theorem 4.5 (S"~(focb)) admits an 
asymptotic expansion in even powers of I/n. By (7) the dominant erm of this expansion is the line 
integral o f f  over C1 .The modified trapezoidal rule (8) thus has an asymptotic error expansion in 
even powers of 1/n. 
5. Asymptotic error expansion for vector fields 
Let u and v be two consecutive points on the curve C, let C1 be the section of C between u and v, 
let f: ff~"+ 1~ E,,+ 1 be a continuous function on C1 with components given by f= (fa ,f2,... ,fro+ 1), 
and ~b(t) = (q$1(t), q$2(t),..., ~b,,+ 1(0 be a continuously differentiable parametrization of C1 with 
0 ~< t ~< 1. Then the line integral o f f  over C~ is defined by 
;C i/ m+l fol fdC1 = f(cb(t))ck'(t)dt= ~ fAc~(t))ck~(t)dt. (10) 
i j=l • 
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Let us rewrite u and v in the form u = (u(1), u(2),...,u(m + 1)) and v = (v(1), v(2),..., v(m + 1)), 
respectively, then the line integral ~c, f dC1 is approximated by the modified trapezoidal rule as 
½[f(u) + f (v)]. [u - v] 
½{[fl(U), f2(u), ... ,f,,+ l(U)] "t- [f,(v), f2(v), ... ,f,,+ l(v)]}" [u - v] 
and, consequently, 
fC ra+lf/ f dCx = ~ fj(¢(t))4))(t)dt 
1 j= l  
lm +1 
~ 2 [J~(u) +fj(v)]'[u(j) -- v(j)]. 
j= l  
which follows from the approximation that 
; 1 
fj(4~(t))4,)(t) dt ~ ~ [j')(u) +fj(v)].[u(j) - v(j)] (11) 
for allj = 1, 2,,..., m + 1. It was proven in the last section that the modified trapezoidal rule admits 
an asymptotic error expansion in even powers of 1In for the case of integrating a scalar field. 
Moreover, the modified trapezoidal rule still admits an asymptotic error expansion of even powers 
of 1In for the case of integrating a vector field. The principle idea of the proof is to apply the 
techniques we used in the last section to prove that Eq. (11) has an asymptotic error expansion of 
even power of 1In for allj = 1 : m + 1. Since the finite addition preserves the asymptotic expansion, 
we conclude that our modified trapezoidal rule for approximating the line integral of a vector field 
still has an asymptotic expansion of even powers of 1In. 
6. Numerical results 
Throughout our examples, we adopt the following notation: 
h the stepsize which is taken to be fixed during tracing of the solution curve, 
n number of points generated along the solution curve until the stopping criterion is 
satisfied, 
Error 1 absolute value of the difference between the exact value of the line integral and 
approximated value by using the modified trapezoidal rule, 
Error 2 absolute value of the difference between the exact value of the line integral and the 
approximated value by using modified Romberg rule, 
Tol tolerance set for stopping the modified Romberg integration, 
3 quotient of the approximation error when taking the stepsize to be h, divided by the 
approximation error when the stepsize is taken to be ½h, i.e. 
_ err(h) (12) 
err½h 
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Flops is the number  of operat ions we needed to approx imate the line integral including the number  
of operat ions for tracing the solution curve. 
Example 6.1. Let H :  ~2 -4 ~ be the smooth map defined by 
H(x, y) = x 2 + 4 y2 __ 1, 
and let the integrand 9 : ~2 ___, ~2 be given by 
g(X, y) = (X 3 "q- y, - -  X + y2), 
The exact value of the line integral of g over the counter  clockwise implicitly defined closed curve 
C generated from the smooth map H is 3n. We have approx imated the same line integral using first 
the modif ied trapezoidal rule by taking different initial stepsizes, and second by using the modif ied 
Romberg scheme. The tolerances and initial stepsize we have taken for the Romberg scheme are 
1.00× 10 -°6, 1.00× 10 -°9, 1.00× 10 -12 and 0.128, respectively. The approx imat ion errors of 
approximat ing the line integral are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
Example 6.2. Let H = (H1, H2, H3): [~4 -4 ~3 be the smooth map defined by 
H l (X. y, z, w) = x 2 + ¼ y2 + ~ z 2 + 13_6 w2 _ 1, 
HE(X, y, z, w) = T~ooxe r + y~ooye z + e TM - 1.001, 
Ha(x ,y , z ,w)  =x 2-y2  h -22-w-  ], 
and let the integrand # : N4 -4 N4 be given by 
9(x, y, z, w) = (2xy2zZw 2, 2x2yz2w 2, 2xEy2zw 2, 2xEy2z2w) = V(x2y2z2w2).  
Table 1 
h n Error 1 6 Flops 
0.128 62 1.7124 X 10 o2 3.9985 22182 
0.064 124 4.2825 X 10 -o3 3.9988 41302 
0.032 248 1.0709 × 10 03 3.9990 75884 
0.016 496 2.6780 × 10 - °4  3.9986 130003 
0.008 992 6.6974 × 10 -05 3.9980 257475 
0.004 1984 1.6753 x 10 05 3.9999 512360 
0.002 3968 4.1882 x 10 06 3.9998 1021578 
Table 2 
Tol Error 2 Flops 
1.00 × 10 -06 1.9732 × 10 -09 93074 
1.00× 10 -09 5.0081 X 10 11 204596 
1.00 × 10 -12 1.4913 × 10 -14 635560 
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Table 3 
h n Error 1 6 Flops 
0.128 175 1.2356 x 10 06 __  435228 
0.064 350 2.9578 × 10 o7 4.1774 870367 
0.032 700 7.0779 × 10 -08 4.0090 1740641 
0.016 1400 1.8427 x 10 -08 4.0034 3148812 
0.008 2800 4.6063 × 10 -09 4.0008 6079618 
0.004 5600 1.1515 X 10 -09  4.0003 11781033 
0.002 11200 2.8787 × 10 -1° 4.0001 23500359 
13 
Table 4 
Tol Error 2 Flops 
1.00 x 10  -06  2.2139 × 10 -°s  938330 
1.00× 10 -09 2.8954 x 10 -11 1666197 
1.OOx 10 -1~ 1.1739 x 10 -14 3580234 
Then from the fundamental theorem of calculus we know that the exact value of the line integral of 
g over the implicitly defined closed curve C generated from the smooth map H is zero. We 
make an entirely analogous analysis to that of Example 6.1. The corresponding approximation 
errors are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively, and the initial stepsize in Table 4 was taken to 
be 0.128. 
7. Conclusion and analysis 
In this section we will analyze the results we have obtained from the two different approaches we 
have used. The following remarks can be pointed out: 
7.1. For the modified trapezoidal rule 
(a) We see that the values of 6 as defined in Eq. (12) are achieved as we expected for the examples, 
which coincide theoretically with the fact that the modified trapezoidal approximation error is of 
order O(h2), where h represents he stepsize. 
(b) The number of points and flops are approximately doubled when the replace the stepsize 
h by the stepsie ½ h. 
(c) Since the modified trapezoidal rule depends on the number of points generated along the 
solution curve, using smaller initial stepsize generates more points. As expected, better approxima- 
tions are obtained when we use a smaller initial stepsize. 
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7.2. For the modified Romberg scheme 
(a) Unlike the modified trapezoidal rule, the modified Romberg approximation is not effected 
much by the initial stepsize to get within the same tolerance, because the fewer points we generate 
along the solution curve the more subdivisions and modified trapezoidal applications we will have 
until the stopping criterion for the modified Romberg scheme is satisfied. 
(b) The approximation errors we obtain stay at least within the tolerance we set. 
(c) From Tables (1) and (2), we see that the best approximation error of order 1.00 x 10-o6 we got 
from the modified trapezoidal rule, while we got from the modified Romberg scheme an approxi- 
mation error of order 1.00 × 10 -14 with only 0.6221 of total flops needed for the modified 
trapezoidal rule. From Table 3 and 4 the best approximation error of order 1.00 x 10-10 we got 
from the modified trapezoidal rule, while we got from the modified Romberg scheme an approxi- 
mation error of order 1.00× 10 -14 with only 0.1523 of the total flops needed for the modified 
trapezoidal rule. From the above analysis, one can conclude that we obtain very good results by 
using the modified Romberg scheme rather than the modified trapezoidal rule with less flops 
needed for this improvement. 
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